Objectives:
• Examine through an analysis of several leading disputes the range of procedures used by the WTO Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) for reaching decisions both at first instance and then in relation to appeals, and address the way in which decisions can be enforced.
• Consider the problems arising from the present procedure and the possible developments which could take place having regard to proposed amendments by various nation states.
• Compare dispute resolution procedures used by the WTO with procedures used in courts and tribunals in Australia.

Content:
• Dispute settlement procedures and jurisprudence in international law
• World Trade Organization Dispute Settlement Body
• Brief history of the World Trade Organization and the origins of the Dispute Settlement Body
• Procedures used by DSB for reaching decisions and in appeals
• Place of taxation model in the New Zealand and Australian GSTs and the European VAT
• Comparison of dispute settlement procedures used by WTO and courts and tribunals in Australia.

Applicable degrees:
• Master of Laws (LLM)
• Master of Business Law (MBL)
• Master of International Law (MIL)
• Master of International Business & Law (MIntBus&L)
• Graduate Diploma in Law (GradDipLaw)
• Graduate Diploma in Commercial Law (GradDipCommLaw)
• Graduate Diploma in Corporate, Securities & Finance Law (GradDipCorpLaw)
• Graduate Diploma in International Business Law (GradDipIntBusL)

Legal Professional Development (LPD)
You can enrol in this unit on an LPD basis. Seminars, courses and units of study offered under Sydney Law School’s LPD Program meet the necessary requirements of both the Law Society of New South Wales and the New South Wales Bar Association in relation to their individual members.

Single Unit Enrolment
You can enrol in this subject on a single unit or non-award basis if you do not wish to commit to a Masters or Graduate Diploma. You can continue to add units via this method, and provided you meet the relevant requirements, you can also qualify for a Graduate Diploma or Masters if you so wish.

Cross-Institutional Study
Subject to approval from the Associate Dean (Postgraduate Coursework), candidates in other Faculties at the University of Sydney or from other universities may be able to enrol in this unit.

Fee:
$2,310 - $2,550*
*Dependent upon enrolment category